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READING MEDIEVAL STUDIES 

Observations on the Grouping of Epics of Revolt 
in Monuscripts and Compilations * 

The final stages of the development of a cycle of poems are the 
formotion of cyclical manuscripts, and of compilations. Thus, the majority 
of the poems of the Guillaume cycle, the most developed of the epic cycles, 
have come down to us only in cyclical manuscripts. On the other hand, 
although poems of the cycle du roi are grouped together in some monuscripts, 
there is, as fur as I know, no extant manuscript which attempts to connect 
the poems; this reflects the relative lack of cohesion of the cycle du roi. 
Similarly, we can expect the grouping of epics of revolt to reflect the degree 
to which the cycle developed. The factors that determined the grouping of 
texts in a m,.:muscript indicate what were seen to be the most importont ele
ments connecting the vorious poems. 

The manuscripts of the cycle de Guillaume and the cycle du roi 
illustrate a distinction which I will apply to the manuscripts containing epics 
of revolt. In some cyclical manuscripts of the Guillaume cycle there are 
passages of transition, written in order to moke the poems read as a continu-
ous whole. For example, in manuscript D (according to the sigle used by 
Mile Tyssens) eight leisses, called Le Departement des Fils Aimeri, m':Jke the 
transition from the Enfances Guillaume to the Couronnement Louis. 1 The 
same aim, uniting the matter of the different poems, lies behind the incidences 
of the B family of the Guillaume manuscripts, interrupting one poem by 
another for chronological accuracy. Indeed, care to place the poems in 
chronological order is an important aspect of the cyclical Guillaume manu-
scripts, or rather, is a characteristic of the cyclical manuscript. Such 
links between the poems as we find in the Guillaume manuscripts are the hcll
mlJrks of the cyclical manuscript, as distinct from the collective rTl':lnuscripts. 

Part of British library Royal manuscript 15 E VI exemplifies the 
collective m':Jnuscript in its most developed farm. The table of contents 
includes: 'Ie I ivre de Charlemagne ouquel a quatre volumes' . One book 
is in fact missing and we are left with Simon de Pouille, Asprement and 
Fierabras. These three poems of the one cycle, the cycle du roi, have been 
deliberately brought together here, but no attempt is made to connect the 
poems so that they read as one story, or even to place them in chronological 
order. The most closely connected poems of the cycle du roi can however 
be found in logical sequence elsewhere, for in Paris BN MS fr. 860 the 
rhymed Roland has its natural suite, Gaydon . 

See 'Notes', p.16. 
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READING"MEDIEVAL STUDIES 

Bearing in mind this distinction between cyclical manuscripts, in 
which the poems follow on from one another, and collective manuscripts, in 
which poems ore assembled in no particular order, we con now turn to the 
grouping of revolt poems in m·':muscripts before looking at the place they 
occupy in the loter medieval compilations. The poems to be considered as 
members of the epic of revolt cycle ore Girart de Roussillon, Renaud de 
Montauban, Girart de Vienne, La Chevalerie Ogier, and, finally, a poem 
connected thematically to both the epic of revolt and to the feudal epic, 
Raoul de Cambrai. 2 This is a sm,'Jller cycle than that which forms the com-
plete geste de fv'Iayence . This cycle united in one family both traitors and 
rebels and in one cycle of poems epics about rebellion and epics about feudal 
vendetta. This distinction between the cycle des barons revoltes , a cycle 
united by theme, and the geste de Moyence, 0 cycle united by family, is an 
important one. 

(a) The M-lnuscripts 

The .v.anuscripts containing epics of revolt can be discussed under 
four headings: 

(i) Cyclical and collective m.:lnuscripts 
(ii) Manuscripts grouping epics of revolt with poems of other 

cycles 
(iii) Miscellaneous collections 
( iv) t-Aonuscripts containing only one poem 

(1) The first of these groups, the cyclical and collective manuscripts, 
is the most interesting, since it is possible to perceive the principles by which 
the texts were grouped together in each manuscript. 

The only extont cyclical m:muscripf containing epics of revolt is 
m:Jnuscript H247 of the Faculty of Medicine in Monpellier. It contains: 

Doan de tv'ooyence 
Gaufrey 
Ogier Ie Danois 
Gui de N:mteuil 
Muugis d'Aigremont 
Vivien de Monbranc 
Renaud de Montaubon 

The manuscript has been desc r ibed as having ' Ie caractere d'antho logie anti
rega lienne',3 a description that suggests grouping by subject-matter, in 
miJch the some way as the epic of revo lt cycle is united primarily by subject-
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m:::ltter. It can be seen, however, that each of these poems is also connected 
to the family of Mayence. 4 The poem, are placed in chronological order. 
It is clear that the manuscript was compiled with the intention of forming a 
whole, but it is a cyclical m:::lnuscript, not of the epic revolt, but of the 
geste de tv\:Jyence, which developed from the epic of revolt. 

J. Thomas, who recognised the manuscript as a manuscript of the 
geste de Moyence, has made a thorough examination of it, and observed 
certain distinctions in the grouping, which he schemotised thus: 

Doan / Gaufrey +Ogier II Gui II Maugis -'- Vivien +Renaud 
where 

+ transition from one poem to the next in one column 
/ change of column between poems 
/ / change of column with Q ~ignificant space left between poems. 

This pattern corresponds approximately to the pattern in the changes of 
gathering. There is a change of gathering after Ogier and again after 
Gui de Nanteuil. Thom'ls concludes that only ~y - Ogier and 
Maugis - Vivien form true sub-groups in the organisation of the manuscript. 5 
As these two pairs of poem; are the most closely connected to each other by 
family bonds this can be accepted as intentional on the part of the compiler 
of the manuscript. 

The songs are kept separate by formulae such as 'Chi commence 
or by an explicit, but there are some links between the poems. The 
Catalogue general des manuscrits des bibliotheques publiques des departe
ments describes them (]S connected 'por des prologues et des epilogues'. The 
fact that the poems are closely connected has resulted in the compiler of the 
catalogue wrongly attri~uting them all to the same author. 6 

An example of an artificial transition preparing the way for the 
following poem comes at the end of Vivien de Monbranc. Here certain 
events related in Renaud de Montauban are forecast: the messenger going 
from Charlemagne to Beuves, the war with the four brothers, and the recon
ciliation - 'Que iI vous iert conte' (1.1080). It is also stated that 'apres 
vous chanteron des. iiii. fieus Aymon' (1.1097). The cause of the war 
between Beuves and Charlem.'lgne given in Vivien differs however from ~hat 
given in Renaud, thus underlining the artificiality of such connections . 
Professor W. G. van Emden has used th is discrepancy between these two 
poems as evidence that Vivien is not itself simply a transition written to 
join Nbugis to Renaud in this pJrticular m'Jnuscript, but rather a poem which 
had existed outside this manuscript. 7 
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The Monpellier m'lnuscript is the only extent cyc lical lTIo'Jnuscript 
contoining epics of revolt, and it reflects a stage of cyc lical developm'~nt 
beyond simply thematic cohesion. It is, in fact, much more than an 
'anthologie anti-regolienne'; it is, as stoted above, a manuscript of the 
geste de ~yence. 

One fronco-italian manuscript, Codex tv'Iarcianus XIII dating from 
the early fourteenth century, has been described as a 'geste des traitres' .8 
It contains, in chronological order: 

Bovo d' Antone 
Berta de Ii gran pie 
Korleto 
~Mjlon 
Enfances Ogier 
Rolandin 
Chevalerie Ogier 
Mace rio 

It has also been described thus: ' Ie monuscrit XIII entier est un poeme sur 
10 famille de Charlemagne' . 9 Interest in traitors and interest in the King 
obviously overlap. The coming together of the family of traitors and the 
family of rebels has encouraged the bringing together into one mrmuscript of 
poems concerned with rebellion and with treachery; indeed rebellion and 
treachery are not always distinguished. 10 In the codex Doon de !V\ayence 
figures in Bovo d'Antona ; the false Berta in Berta de Ii gran pie is the 
Contesso di !V\agonza; the traitor Macoire is a member of the Mlyence 
family: Ogier is a long-established member of the family. 

There is evidence of another French cyclical manuscript containing 
epics of revolt. This miJnuscript is described by the sixteenth-century biblio-
phile Fauchet, who wrote: 

Je croy que les Rom':Jns de Regnout de Montouban, Doon de 
N':Jnteuil, et Aie d'Avignon, Guiot de Nonteuil et Garnier 
son fils, sont taus d'un mesme poete. Premierement, porce 
que c'est une suite de contes et que ie Jes ai veus cousus 
J'un opres J'autre. 11 

This clearly indicates a cyclical rather than simply a collective m.:muscript. 
Again the poems contained form part of the geste de Mlyence. From this it 
appears that the grouping of texts depended m,xe on the family bond than the 
them,')tic bond. 
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In Fouchet's notes (Paris BN fr. 24726) we find extracts from Renaud 
de Montouban, Doon de Nanteuil, Aye d'Avignon, Gui de Nanteuil a~ 
Raoul de Cambrai all grouped together. This does not necessarily mean 
that he found them all in one manuscript,12 though Fauchet himself pre
sum::ably perceived some thematic relationship between Raoul de Cambrai and 
the Mayence poem;. 

Another manuscript, described in the Louvre inventories of 1373-
1424, seems to have been in the nature of a collective rather than a cyclical 
manuscript, although since it is lost we cannot know whether any of the 
poems were actually inter-connected. The m:muscript contained several 
epics of revolt and poems developed from them, but also included some dis
parate items: 

Beuve d' Esgremont 

La Vie saint Charlem:Jinne 
Les Quatre fils Aimon 
Dame Aie d'Avignon 
Les croniques de Jerusalem 
Doon de Nantueil 
fv'\augis Ie larron 
Vivien 
RQ~de Cambrai rimee 

One can only speculate about the presence of Les croniques de Jerusalem. 13 
It could be included in error because of the pilgrimage of Renaud and /V\augis 
to Jerusalem, or because of the family connection with Yon, king of Jerusalem 
!Jnd his son Mnbrian, who figure in the fifteenth-century redaction of the 
poem :md in the prose version based on that redaction. 14 It is safe to 
assume that the Vie saint Charlem'Jinne would be somewhat different in its 
attitude to monarchy from the anti-regalian poems accompanying it; although 
the tone of sanctity of the Vie is matched by the note of sanctity at the end 
of the Quatre Fils. It mu-;tbe noted that some of the poems come in the 
wrong order chronologically; Doon de Nanteuil told of events occurring 
before those related in Aye d'Avignon; tv\augis and Vivien should be before 
Beuves d'Aigremont and Renaud. This haphazard order supports the idea 
that this is a collective ~ipt rather than a cyclical one. Meyer dis
cussed the question of identifying this manuscript with the one described br 
Fauchet, but saw no reason to assume that they were the same m::muscript. 5 
The coincidence of some items in the manuscript is probably due to the family 
links between the poems, causing them to be placed together. It is possible 
that a cyclical m'Jnuscript of the geste de Mayence, similar to that described 
by Fauchet, though perhaps less obviously joining the poems, lay behind the 
lost Louvre m::muscript. 
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There is one further record of a lost cyclical manuscript of the 
geste de tvoyence, though it is impossible to know ..... hat poems it actually 
contained. A manuscript recorded in an act of donation to the Abbey of 
Bordesley is described as: 

un volume, qe parle des quotre principale Gestes de 
Charles, e de dooun, e de Meyence e de Girard de 
Vienne et de Emery de Nerbonne. 

The original act of donation, which has been dated to 1305, has been lost; 
all thot rem:lins is a transcription mode in the seventeenth century. Since 
the punctuation is probably seventeenth century, Miss Bloess has posed the 
question, 'fout-il supprimer 10 virgule et Ie "et" entre dooun ~t Meyence ou 
faut-il lire"dooun (de NanteuiJ et Cdooun:l de Meyence'?' 6 The second 
solution would mean reading' Girard, de Vienne' and' Emery de Nerbonne' as 
one geste in order to have only 'quotre gestes principals', and thet"efore 
really requires the suppression of the 'de' before 'Em'~ry de Nerbonne ' as well. 
To interpret the four as those of Chorlem:rgne, of Mayence, of Girart de 
Vienne and of Aimeri de Narbonne, would involve 0 strange division of the 
Guillaume cycle, but less interference with the text than would be needed 
for the alternative reading. It is surely better to suppress a comma and 'et ' 
than to suppress 'de' ond odd ' de Nanteuil' and 'dooun'. The important 
question, which must remain unanswered, is whether the 'geste de dooun de 
Mayence' consisted of more than one poem in this particular manuscript. 

As well as these manuscripts of the 'grand cycle de ~yence' we 
find some m:rnuscripts of the sub-cycles which developed from the epics of 
revolt. Thus Nbugis is found with Renaud de Montauban in SN manu:icript 
fro 766 and in Peterhouse, Cambridge 2.0.5. British library Royal 16 Gil 
contains on unusual combination of verse and prose texts, with 617 lines of 
Renaud in verse, followed by the rest of the tale in prose, and the Mort 
M:Jugis in verse. 17 

Beuves d'Aigremont figures as the prologue to Renaud in some of the 
extant monuscripts. In several the scribe is aware that there should be a 
separation, but this is nol always given at the correct place. Of BN fro 766 
Thomas writes: 

L'exp licit du fD92 vient evidement d contretemps: 
il prouve que dons I'esprit de son auteur, il 
existait une chanson de Suef d'Aigremont bien 
distincte de Renaut si I'on en juge par 10 
separation plus importonte entre ces deux oeuvres 
qu'en tre tv\augis et Suef . tv\:ris Ie fait que 
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I'endroit choisi, trap mal choisi, coincide avec 
une subdivision connue d'autre MSS (DPZVL) 
me fait supposer que N efr. 766J a pro jete 
sur cette subdivision preetablie 10 notion mol 
definie d'un Buef d'Aigremont qui seroit distinct 
de Renaud de Montauban. IS 

Apart from the grouping of the Nanteuil poems in the m:muscripts of 
the 'grand cycle' there is some evidence that Aye d'Avignon and Gu; de 
Nanteuil were grouped together in at least one other m:muscript. On the 
verso of the last folio of BN fr . 2170, containing Beuves de 10 Montogne and 
Aye d'Avignon is written the first line of Gu; de Nonteuil, 'Oy oyez d'Aen 
10 bel d'Avignon'. 19 This may mean that the extant manuscript was copied 
from i'l m::muscript containing Gui de Nanteuil, or that it was originally in
tended that Gui de Nanteuil should follow Aye d'Avignon in this manuscript. 

These m;Jnuscripts of sub-cycles are similar to some of the manu
scripts of the Guillaume cycle, which also show a recognition of sub-cycles; 
three m:lnuscripts of the Guillaume cycle deal only with the 'cycle d'Aymeri', 
three others with the 'petit cycle d'Aliscans'. 20 

The sub-cycle groupings, as well as the other cyclical and collective 
manuscripts, are centred on family groups rather than theme. The sub-cycles 
deal with different branches of the M.ayence family. 

(n) We are reminded that the cycles interconnect when we find epics of 
revolt in manuscripts with epics from other cycles. 

Four of the five m:muscripts of Girart de Vienne are cyclical m:mu
scripts of the Gu illaume' cycle (for the exception, BN fr. 1374, see be low), 
The poem belongs to the epic of revolt in terms of its moral conception and 
themes, but in terf'Ttj of cyclical development the family connection is seen to 
be the most im?ortant link, Girart never became a member of the family of 
fv\oyence, and therefore the poem is not found with any other epics of revolt 
in a collective or cyclical m:lnuscript. 

Ogier is found with Anse'is de Cartage in Durham University Cosin 
VO 110 17, The contents of the codex now come in the following order: 

ff 3-54 
ff 55-133 
ff 134-141 

Anse'is de Cartage 11,2762 to the end 
Ogier 11.1-12451 
~ de Cartage 11,1425-2761, 

It is by an accident of binding that Ogier interupts Anseis. 21 It may not be 
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entirely on accident, however I that they ore found in one m'Jnuscript. There 
is some connection between them, though not them..,tic, but concerned with 
shored names and mQtifs and with the question of Ogier as a source of Anseis. 
Only Ogier, Anse'is de Cartoge and Fierobras, am:>ng the epics, use the white 
hart m~tYf22 The rebellion of Ogier is, in any case, part of the story of 
Charlemogne's reign , and it m"Jy be that the poem is placed in this rTlo'lnuscript 
simp ly because the p::Jtron w:ts interested in the life of thot great Em~ror. 

(iii) Several rrnnuscripts contain heterogeneous mixtures: 

BN f" 24403, 
wrin de Montglone 
Erec 
lOChevolerie ~ier 
fra9m'~nt from the crusade eye Ie 

BN f" 1374, 
Parise 10 Duchesse 
Cliges 
PiOCidOs 
Giror. de Vienne 
Lo Violette 
Floriment 

BN fr, 24387, 
Renaud de Montauban 
livre de Sapience 

Bodley. loud mise. 637: 
Renaud de t\'\ontauban 
Four writings in lotin ) . 
O 

'" F h) about the kings of England 
ne wrtt Ing In renc 

These m:muscript groupings tell us about nothing bar the taste of the patrons. 

(iv) Considering the leng th of the epics of revolt it is not surprising that 
m~t of the rTPnuscripts con ta in only one poem. It is fer more surprising to find 
that there ore ony records at all of the 'grand geste t of Mayence united in a 
manuscript. 

The study of the m::muscripts reveals clearly thot the grouping of 
poems was lTIt'lde above all by family rather thon by subject m.'ltter. There m.'ly 
be some recognition of them"Jtic links , but these ore alw:lys secondary to the 
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family links. The family and thern=:.tic bonds are not always distinct, as one 
family con represent a certoin ethos. It is important that the m'']nu5cripts do 
not group epics of revolt as suChi instead, as we have seen, they group poems 
of the cycle of N\ayence. The cycles which develop sufficiently to form 
cyclical m'Jnu5cripts would appear to be those connected by family bonds. 
We hove rern'Jrked on the paucity of cyclical m'lnu5cripts of the cycle du rai 
in which family ties ore not important as a connection between poem\ i there 
are no cyclical manuscripts of the c ycle of relics i 23 the epics of re volt form 
no cyclical manuscript independent of their family bonds with feudal epics. 

(b) Compilations 

The final de velopment of the cycle du roi , the Guillaume cycle and 
the crusade cycle was the compilation. The epic of revolt does not seem to 
hove lent itself very readily to this sort of treatment. The action of one poem 
does not follow from the action of a'nother, and the presence of what might be 
'rebels' in one poem fighting against 'rebels ' in another poem could cause 
enough difficulties for a poet (e.g. in Renaud [see ed. Mic helant , p.64, 
11.2-12J Ogier is on the ki ng ' s side , but is torn between family loyalty and 
feudal loyalty . Such tensions are , of course, not without potential for en
riching the poem) . Such change in roles would certainly be a problem for 
the compiler. Even the poems of the geste de N\ayence were not united in a 
family chronicle. 

Som.~ com:oilations and chronicles did associate the rebels with one 
another . The earliest example comes towards the end of the twelfth century , 
in Wolter Mop. Raoul de Cambrai and Isembart (strictly speaking a renegade 
rather than a rebel) are associated together in Iv\ap's De Nugis Curiolium: 

Louis, the son of Charles the Great, incurred the 
loss of almost all the nobles and all the army of 
France at Evore through the foolish pride of his 
nephew, Ralph of Cambrai. From that day he ruled 
the realm "f the Franks in a sorry enough plight 
up to the coming of Gurmund and Ysembord, against 
whom he waged battle in Ponthieu. 24 

It has been suggested that ' fv\ap m::Jy already have known a poem in which 
Isembart had been drown into the rebels cycle'. 25 The association is m"Jde 
presumably because both tales were set in the reign of Louis and were concerned 
with opposition to him. 

A French chronicle which borrows much m"Jterial from the chansons de 
geste (BN fr. 5003) groups a consideroble number of tales of rebellion in the 
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section dealing with the life of Charlem~9ne: 

1.95v 
1.97v 

f. 100v 
I. 101r 

f. 101v 
1.102 
fl. 1 02v- 1 09r 
ff.l09v-llOr 
fl. 11 Or-112r 
ff.112r-113r 
I. 113 
I. 121 r 
f. 121v 

f1.121r-123 

The beginning of Ogier 
Rebellion against Chorlem'Jgne ot the instigotion 
of Hordre, 'nepveu de Guenes ' 
Description of the family of Gonelon 
Continuation of Ogier 
The honop used by Turpin to give Ogier drink 
rem:Jins at loon 
The tale of Aym,~r and Ernois d'Orleons 
Huon de Bordeaux, without Oberon 
les Quotre Fils Aimon 
The sons of Renaud 
'Voyage en Orient ' (from the lotin) 
First part of the Pseudo-Turpin 
Death of Roland 
The taking of Narbonne 
The Emperor Charlemagne dem.":lnds a tribute from 
the French (0 tradition also realised in the barons 
herupois episode of the Chanson des Soisnes-)-
The to Ie of Richer, son of No imon 

Apart from what was token from the Pseudo-Turpin and the 'Voyage 
en Orient' these toles deol with rebels or traitors and show the less flattering 
ospects of the Charlern'Jgne of the chansons de geste. 26 

The tole of Almer is centred on the misdeeds of Charlot, and is there
fore thematically as well as chronologically a suite to the legend of Ogier 
in which Charlot causes the quarrel between Ogier and the King. The group-
ing of the adventures of the sons of Aymon and the sons of Renaud again 
illustrates a general tendency to group by family. 

Grouping of the family sub-cycles in compilations, and in m:muscripts 
of prose versions, is more comm·:m than grouping by theme. Two m'Jnuscripts 
of the prose Renaud contain , with Renaud . prose versions of "-Aaugis and 
fv\obrian.27 

Philippe Mousket, although he does not group the rebels in one 
fom ily, groups them :)ccord ing to the ir behav iour to Charlemogne: 

Car losengier et traitor 
li fisent grant anui maint iour 
Ki devoient estre si home. 
l'estore Doon premiers nome 
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Quant iI fist Bertran mesagier 
Pour aler Nontuel assegier 
Et eil Bertrons fu fius Nomlon, 
De Boiwiere Ie preu baron 
Ki sages iert sor toute rien 
Et maintes fois Ie siervi bien. 
Puis ot il anui, ce dist-on 
Par Aiglentine et par Guion, 
Car Hervils ot ods Garnier, 
Pere Guion huen cevolier 
Et Dame Aye reprist pour bien 
Ganar, I rice roi po ien 
Et Sazins Ii fist moint anui , 
Ki I'emmeno enbler od lui. 
Et fXlr Renaut t Ie fil Aymon, 
Ot-il moint anui, ce true've-on 
N\ois Ii rois Yu:; ki tient Gascogne, 
Troy Renaut en se besogne. 

(ed. Re;ffenberg, 11.8436-47) 

Here, alongside the Nanteuil poem;, he groups the lost poem of Bozin 28 and 
Renaud de Montoubon, thus combining grouping by family and by theme. 

Mousket also brings together the characters Girort de Fraite and 
Girort de Vienne (11.4424-69). The poem of Auberi Ie Bourgoing , like 
Mousket, reflecting an earl ier stage of the Girort tradition, conflates Girart 
de Fraite, Girart de Roussillon and Girart de Vienne. 29 Ly Myreor des 
Histors attributes to Girart de Fraite the position in the family of Mayence 
normally reserved for Girart de Roussillon . 30 

In this work, Ly Myreor des Histors , Jean d'Outremeuse groups to
gether a numSer of the tales of rebellion : 

Quant Charles fut revenus en France, sy gueriat tantost tous 
les princez qu'il avoit mandeit pour aleir en Espoingne avec 
luy et n'estoient point venus. Si commensat tout premier au 
conte Gerart de V ione et luy fist grant paine. N\aiz 10 paix 
fut faite ?Jrmy I'estour que Rollant oit a I'encontre Olivier, 
sy comm<e sa gieste Ie diste, qui s'accorde bien aux cronicquez. 
Aussy vous dis que Ie roy Charlez gueriet Doon de Nantuelh et 
Arnaulz de Moncleir, que Ogier ne confortat oncquez, ne 
se mellot d'ung casteit ne d'aultre pour les convens que Ogier 
avoit au roy, au il oit en convent qu'iI n'aideroit a gueroyer 
personne qui luy otenist contre Ie roy, en cas au Ie ray aw ist 
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droit. Et Doon fut Dssez orguilheux, sy ne tenoit dens du 
roy. 5y Ie chasset fors de so terre de Brondeborch, dont iI 
avoit osteit tvIohon. Sy vint dem:>ureir a Naintuelh. qu'il 
avaH pris, avecques Sibilhe so femme, rille au conte de 
lovain. Puys fist Ogier 10 paix et luy donot Chorlez 10 
terre de Bohemrne et Lemborch qu'iI tient du roi, et fut son 
homme . Apres, fut 10 guere de Beuve d'Aigremont et de 
f.Aogis son filz, cinsy qu'iI contient en 10 gieste qui en est 
foite. 31 

Outside France family and theme meet in the Italian La Storie di 
Rinaldo, written at the end of the fourteenth century. This work gives an 
important place to Ogier in the story of Renaud, and, m::>reover, relotes in 
its third book the legend of Ogier. 32 

It should be rem"Jrked, finally,' that Girart de Vienne is never com
bined with other tales of rebellion in compilations (except when the various 
realisations of the Girart character are brought together) in the same way 
as it rem'Jins apart from them in the m::lnuscripts. Bertrond, in linking his 
poem Nith the family of Guillaume d'Orange, isolated it from ::lny natural 
grouping with other poems on a similar them.e. 

In all these compilations it is as port of the history of Charlem'Jgne 
that the rebels figure. His biography is thus a combination of the poems of 
the cycle du roi and those of the cycle des barons revoltes. In the case of 
Girart de Roussillon the history is token into accounts of the reign of Charles 
tv\ortel in the Fleur des Histoires of Jean Mansel and L'Histoire de Charles 
Mort~J1448, rev;,.d by Dov;d Aubert, 1463) .33 

These observations show that the grouping of texts in manuscripts 
tended to be by family rather than them,~. N\onuscripts and compilations do, 
however, show some awareness of themotic connect ions between different 
poems. This situation reflects the medieval concept of geste covering both 
family and cycle; the strongest bond between poems of one cycle is the 
family connection between the heroes. 34 The epics of revolt , a cycle of 
poems connected prim::lrily by theme, are not grouped in manuscripts because 
the cycle had not reached that stage of developm'~nt before turning into the 
geste de Mayence, which includes feudal poems not them':ltically part of the 
geste des barons revoltes. The family of rebels does not rem:lin independent 
of the family of Mayence for long enough to form .:yclical m:lnuscripts of its 
own. Poem.; whose heroes were never drawn into the fom i Iy of rebels or the 
larger family of Mayence, such as Girarl de Vienne and Raoul de Cambrai, 
were not normally placed with other revolt poems in cyclical m'J nuscripts and 
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compilations . These final stages of cyclical development are the almost 
exclusive reserve of cycles united by family. 

MARIANNE J. AilES. 
UNIVERSITY OF READING . 
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NOTES 

* This article was originally p:1rt of on unpublished dissertation, sub
mitted in port fulfilm-ent of the degree of M.A . in Medieval Studies 
at the University of Reading. 

1. M Tyssens , La Geste de Guillaume d'Oronge dans les rn'Jnuscrits 
cycliques, Paris 1967, pp.419-420i pp.419-427 deal with the 
various transitions between poems of the Guillaume cycle in 
cycl ical manuscripts. 

2. Inform'Jtion on the contents of m'lnuscripts comes largely from the 
introductions to the following ~itions: 
RoouldeCombrai, ed. P. MeyerondA.longnon, (S.A.T.F.) 
Paris 1882. 
GirartdeVienne, ed. W.G. van Emden, (S.A.T.F.) Paris 1977. 
Girort de Roussillon, ed. M. Hackett , (S.A.T.F.) 3 vols., 
Pads 1953-55). 
La Chevalerie Ogier, ed. M. Eusebi, Milon 1963. 
L' Episode ardenno is de Renout de Montoubon: Edition synoptique des 
versions rimees, ed. J . Thomas, 3 vols., Bruges 1962. 
~e d'Avignon, ed. S.J. Borg, Geneva 1967. 
The edition of Vivien de Monbronc cited is the forthcoming edition 
by Professor W . G. von Emden. 1 am gratefu I to Professor van Emden 
for allowing me to use his typescript. 

3. W . G. von Emden, 'le Personnage du roi dans Vivien de Monbranc 
et ailleurs', in Charlem."Jgne et I'epopt!e rOrrnlne: Actes du Vile 
Congre International de 10 Societe Rencesvale, 2 vo ls., liege 1978, 
val.l,241-250(241). 
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4. The heroes of the poem are connected to the family of Mayence thus, 
according to the family tree based on Gaufrey and Aye d'Avignon: 

I J 
Gaufrey 

I 
Ogier 

I 
Doon de 

I 
Grifon 

Nanteuil d'Autefeuilie 

I 
Garnier==Aye d'Aignon 

I. 
GUI 

I 

Doon de 
tv'Iayence 

I 
Aymon de 

I 

Dordonne 
I 

Adlart Renbud Guithart Ric~art 

I 
Beuves 

d'Aigremont 

I 
Othon Ripeus Seguin 

I I I I 
Peron Morant Hernaut Girart de 

de Bordeaux de Rivier de Giron Roussillon 

I 
M~ugis Vivien 

5. J. Thom", pp.80-81. 

6. The Catalogue is quoted by M.E. Pey, introduction to Doon de 
Mayence, Anciens poetes de 10 France, Paris 1859, p.xi. Pey 
attributed the error on the fXlrt of the compiler of the catalogue (i .e. 
attributing all the poem. to one poet), to some degree of re-working 
of the poems when the m:muscript was compiled. 

7. Van Emden, 'Le Personnage', p.242. 

8. K. Togeby, Ogier Ie Danois, Copenhagen 1969, p . 125. On this 
manuscript see also Le Donais Ogier, ed. C. Cremonsi, Milan 1971. 
Cremonsi (p.vii) describes the rrr.Jnuscript thus: 'una compilazione 
che comprede opera legate potremmo dire, da un nesso cronologico
genea logica ... ' . 

9. Togeby, p.127. 

10. The development of the family of rebels and the family of Woayence 
will be the subject ofa future article. 

11. P. Meyer, 'La Chanson de Doon de Nanteuil: Fragments inedits', 
Rom,n;o, 13, 1884, 1-26 (1). 

12. Meyer and Longnon, p.xci. 
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L. Delisle, Le Cabinet des Monuscrits, 4 vots ., Paris 1868-81, 
vol.1I1 165, no.l096. This manuscript iscliscussed in some detail 
in my article 'Doon de Nonteuil and the Epic of Revolt', Medium 
Aevum, 52, 1983, 247-57. ---

14. G. Doutrepont, les M ises en prose des epopees et des romans du 
XIVe au XVle si~cle, Brussels 1939, p.191. 

15. Meyer, 3. Like Meyer I see no reason to assum,:= this. 

16 . M. Blaess, 'L'Abbaye de Bordesley et les livres de Guy de Beaucham?', 
~omon;o, 78, 1957, 5ll-518 (5ll-12). 

17. G. Doutrepont, p.195. 

18. Thorn.os, pp.92-93. 

19 . Borg, p.18. 

20. J. Frappier, Les chansons de geste du cycle de Guillaume d'Oronge, 
2 vots., Paris 1955, vol.1, 43-46. 

21. 

22. 

Eusebi, p . 11, describes the codex as the fusion of two manuscripts 
executed by two different scribes. I would I ike to thank Mr Alex 
Kerr, who is at present preparing an edition of Anseis de Cartage, 
for inform"Jtion on this m':lnuscript and for allowing me to use his 
microfilm of it. The two texts are clearly written by different 
scribes , and the order of the poem. could only result from ':1n error 
in binding. 

The possible connection between Ogier and Anse'ls is discussed 
briefly by H . Brettschneider, Der ~is de c;;:tc;"ge und die Secondo 
~, Holle 1937, p.166. Brettschneider argues that the source 
of the white h~Ht m,tif in Anse'is is more likely to be Fierobras than 
Ogier. A m.,re detoiled examination of the relationship between 
Anse'is and Ogier is found in D. Behren's review of J . Alton's edition 
of An,e;, ;n ZfRSL. 15, 1893, 191ff. (193-5). 

23. Only the prose Fierabras written by Jean Bagnon, and its tronslation 
by Coxton (ed. S.J. Herrtoge, E.E.T.S. 36, 1881) group one ofter 
the other two different versions of the obtaining of the sacred relics 
by Charlemagne, nom,~ly, the version of the journey to Jerusalem 
found in Vincent de Beauv.Jis' Specu lum Historiale and the story of 
Fierabros itself. No attempt is m'Jde to reconcile the tw~. 
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24. De Nugis Curialium, translated by M.R. James, london 1923, 
distinction V, chapter 5 (p.243). 

25. W .G. van Emden, 'Isembart and the Old French Epic of Revolt' I 
Nottingham Medieval Studies, 7, 1964, 22-34 (32). Professor 
van Emden points out (33) that in Mousket and Baudoin d' Avesnes 
Isembort and Raoul are cousins . 

26 . The contents of BN fr. 5003 are given by G. Paris, Histoire poetique 
de Charlemflgne, 1905, Appendix V, pp.483-84. For the tale of 
Aymer see pA03, for that of Richer pp . 323-324, and for that of 
the tribute demGnded from .he French p.329. 

27. Doutrepont, pp.191, 198-208 . The conned ion of Renaud with other 
rebels is not forgotten even in the prose version. The title of one 
chapter (Arsena I MS ) ends: 

Et comment N\augist et Girard de Roussillon et 
Doon de Nanteuil s'en allerent avec Vivian et 
menerent deux evesques avecques eulx ... 

28. A reconstruction of the tale and discussion of the lost poem can be 
found in G. Paris, P?315-22. 

29. R. louis, De l'histoirea la legende, 3vols., Auxerre 1946-47, vol.2, 
55-57 and 134 deal with Philippe Mousket, and 144 with Auberi Ie 
BO'Jrgoing. 

30. l. Gautier, les Epopees frans;:aises, 4 vols., 1878-94, vol,2, 552 . 

31 . ly Myreur des Histors, Fragment du second livre (annees 794-826), 
ed. A. Goosse, Brussels 1965, pp.115-116. 

32. Gautier, vol. 2, 370. 

33. Gautier, vol. 2, 547-9 on Jean N\onse1i Doutrepont, pp.41-48 on 
l'Histoire de Charles N\arte1. 

34. W.G. va n Emden, 'Contribution a I 'etude de I'evolution semantique 
du mot "geste"en ancien francais', Romanio, 96,1975,105-122 . 
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